LESSON
2.3

INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN CHARTWORK
Fig 2.3.1

Dividers - (Single Handed)

Standard,Divider
Rolling Parallel Rule

Captain Fields Parallel Rules

Holding the Dividers
The dividers should not be too loose or too tight but just right so as to be moved with the fingers and
palm of one hand. They can be adjusted with a coin or screwdriver, by carefully altering the screw.

Fig 2.3.2 Measuring two nautical miles using the chart 1210Tr

Chart Symbols
We will now have a detailed look at chart symbols using the 1210Tr
You will never know all the symbols (I don’t) but you will need to know the important ones. The way to learn
symbols is to look up any that you do not know whenever you come across them. At this stage you are unlikely
to want to know the symbol for a mangrove swamp, but will certainly need to know all the wreck and rock
symbols.

“Chart Datum” refers to the lowest level to which the tide usually falls. Heights
on a chart are given above the highest level of tide.

Danger Symbols

You must know all the danger symbols as shown in Section O.
(Note there are two panels for O)

.
Exercise 2.3.1

Please spend an hour or so looking at the symbols in section O and seeing where you can identify these on the
chart.

The Breton plotter
Now in this section I am going to take you through the way we use the Plotter In these examples a plotter called
the Breton is used. You will find this a great plotter to learn navigation with and it is a wonderful plotter to have on
board – together with some 7 inch brass dividers. The Breton plotter is a good size and with care will not break
or shatter. That is why we only use the best at Ocean Training!
Illustrated below is the Bretton Plotter available from Ocean Training (see our website).

Fig 2.3.3 Bretton Plotter

Before we start – one thing. You will see on this chart three Compass Roses like these:-

Fig 2.3.4 Compass Rose

For now we will be using the Outer circle or True (T for short).
The whole thing will be explained to you in a later module, when we do Compass Work.
Direction
It is vital that the navigator can define accurately the direction from one point to another. This is achieved by
following the 360 degrees in a circle principle. While the familiar North, South, East and West naming system still
holds good for purposes such as wind direction or remarks about a boat’s general heading, any accurate
statement must be given in degrees. Even though I learned to “Box” the compass in points NE x E a quarter East
etc. I am pleased to say for you life is a lot easier with the 360 degree rule.

Follow my examples of how you use the plotting instrument:-

Fig 2.3.5 Measuring Latitude and Logitude Latitude 41º 39´.0N ; Longitude 70º 41´.0W

Position by Latitude and Longitude
Example 1
Plot the position at

Latitude

41º 39´. 0N

Longitude 70º 41´. 0W
Step 1

Set the reading on the 360 degree protractor to “0”

Step 2

Place the Plotter along the parallel of latitude in this case 41º 39´.0N
The grid on the 360 protractor will help in this as you can see in Fig 2.3.5

Step 3

Using your brass dividers measure the latitude from the top or bottom of the chart in this
case 70º 41´.0W
Bring this down to the plotter as you can see in Fig 2.8 to give the position

Step 4

Establishing the course to steer between two points
See Fig 2.3.6 on next page
Example 2
Plot the course between the R”2” buoy at

Latitude

41º 20´.0N

Longitude 71º 28´.5W
To the buoy W Or “A” at position

Latitude

41º 16´.6N

Longitude 71º 23´.9W
Step 1

Draw the course between the two points From and Two A-B in this case

Step 2

Place one edge of the plotter along the line

Step 3

Rotate the plotter so that the “N” or North marker faces to the top of the chart

Step 4

Use the grid lines to make sure that the plotter coincides with the North/South lines on the
chart

Step 5

Read off the course (In this case 135ºT)

Please do not attempt to do compass conversions using the east error and west error
segments ignore this area as I am going to teach you an easier way later on.

Fig 2.3.6 Establishing the course to steer between two points. Course A - B 135º True.

Fig 2.3.7 Finding a Position from a fixed feature by Range and Bearing. 040º x 4NM from Gay Head.

Finding a Position from a fixed feature by Range and Bearing (Fig 2.3.7)
Example 3
Plot the position by range and bearing of 040ºT x 4 nautical miles FROM
Gay Head Lighthouse which you will find at
Latitude 41º 20´.9N
Longitude 70º 50´.2W
In this case we wish to find our position when we are 040ºT by 4 miles FROM Gay Head
(Known as a Range and Bearing from a fixed object)
Step 1

Set your Plotter to 040

Step 2

Place your pencil on Gay Head Lighthouse and using it as a pivot rotate your plotter so that
the Lat/Long grid lines on the chart are parallel with those on the grid of your plotter. You
may need to move the plotter up or down from the position of your pencil pivot.

Step 3

Measure 4 miles (From the sides of the chart - remember) and mark your position - let’s
hope you agree with my Fig 2.3.7 – otherwise have another go.

So now you have the skills – let’s practice

Exercise 1
Position by Latitude and Longitude

What is the chart feature at:-

Lat

41º 12´.3N

Long 71º 31´.5W
This is a wreck – Dangerous to surface navigation - less than 11 fathoms over wreck
(One Fathom = 6 feet)
Exercise 2
Position by Range and Bearing FROM a particular fixed object

What is the feature from: Point Judith (41 21.65N 79.29.0W) on a bearing of 076T Distance 6.7 miles
Unexploded depth charge (Oct 31st 1947)

Exercise 3
Course to steer from A – B
What is the course to steer from the R “10” buoy in Buzzards Bay
Latitude 41º 33´.1N
Longitude 70º 46´.6W
To the BW “BB” buoy at

Latitude

70º 33´.0N

Longitude 70º 50´.1W
This course is 229ºT
Exercise 4
1. What is the feature at

Latitude

41º 36´.45N

Longitude 70º 43´.5W
2. What is the feature at

Latitude

41º.34´.80N

Longitude 70º 49´.5W
3. What is the feature on a bearing 158ºT x 4.85 NM (Nautical Miles) from Clark Point
(41º 35´.4N 71º 54´.2W)

4. What is the course to steer from the “29” buoy near Gay Head
Latitude 41º 21´.8N
Longitude 70º 51´.8W
To the buoy R B “VS”

Latitude

41º 22´.7N

Longitude 71º 0´.2W

Answers to Exercise 4
Ex 4.1

Buoy No 11 – flash green every 4 seconds – has a bell also

Ex 4.2

Rocks and Submerged Rocks nasty ones dangerous to surface navigation

Ex 4.3

30 fathoms contour

Ex 2.4

278ºT

Please note – you may be a degree either way – this is acceptable.

Now you should be doing well and beginning to feel your way around the chart and the use of the navigational
instruments.

Scale of Charts
At the top of the 1210Tr – near the title you will see that you can get charts for various areas including harbors.
The scale of these charts may vary but always remember to use the side (Latitude scale) for measuring distances.
The 1210Tr is on a scale of 1:80,000 some harbour charts may be on a scale of 1:50,000 The chart will always
give the scale near the title.
On any passage you may require a variety of charts. If there is any degree of complexity about your port of
arrival or departure you will also require a harbor chart of very large scale. These are sometimes projected
gnomonically. This need not bother you, except that when they are, distance scales may be drawn as a distinct
item. If you see one of these scales, you should use it rather than minutes of latitude because latitude may be
distorted.

Now view the simulations shown below on your resource CD:

Navigation Plotting Tools

SEARCH

